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WTFKIDDUCTION . 
Adsorption is the  process in which a gas molecule becomes bound 
t o  the surface of a solid. The solid is called the adsorbent and the 
adsorbed species is called the adsorbate. 
Adsorption is divided into two broad classifications,  physical 
adsorption and chemfcal adsorption o r  chemisorptione 
sorption, the binding o f  the  gas takee place through van der Waals 
forces and the energies involved are generally of the order of 
10 Kcal/mole (065 eV) o r  l e s s@ These are of  the same order of magd- 
tude as heats of condensationo In chemisorption the bind- of the 
gas is thought t o  en ta i l  the  formation of‘ a chemical bond, t ha t  is, 
one involving an electronic interaction between the adsorbent and ad- 
sorbate. 
50 Kcal/mole (&5 eV) or  moreo 
I n  physical ad- 
The energies involved here are generally on the order of 
The work described in t h i s  paper i s  
concerned with chemisorptiono 
HistoricaUy, the  modern study of adsorption began around 19U 
with the  work of I, Langmuir and h i s  associateso me peF*M 19U”ta 195% 
when ultrahigh vacuums became a pract ical  research tocl,  may be con- 
sidered the first phase of modern adsorption studyo A crf t ique of the 
experiments and an evaluation of the conclusions of principal investi- 
gators of this period has been given by J. A. Becker. (2) During t h i s  
period the principal methods of studying adsorption were measuring the 
amounts of gas adsorbed, measuPing the heats of adsorption, and deter- 
mining the  effects  of  adsorbed gases on the work function. Many of the 
basic concepts behind present theories of adsorption were developed 
from t h i s  work0 
c 
2 
t With*the d e v e l o p a t  d a c e  1950 of ultrahigh vacuum systems and 
the i r  use in conJuraction w i t h  other techniques such as  f i e l d  emission 
microscopy, f lash filament techniques, and low-energy electron dfffrac- 
t ion,  much more exaet and detailed stud%es of adsorption have been made 
possiblee Hot 0- can the elennlfnesb of surfaces be controlled t o  a 
higher degreeP but also a better picture of the actual adsorbfig sup 
faces involved can be obtaindo 
tfgation of heats of adsorption and amounts of gas adsorbed have eon- 
thued ,  & there has been additional emphasis on etudying adsorption 
through the effects of  the electronic interaction which takes place 
between the adsorbate and m e t a l  o r  sdconduet f ig  adsorbm=bso 
experiments dealing with t h e e  effects a re  measurements of cbangea i n  
the work function, changes in the magnetic susceptibility, and changes 
in the electr ical  reefstance of the adsorbente 
. 
Along with these newer studies, hFes-  
of 
Molecules adsorbed on a surface will become p o k f s e d ,  t ha t  is, 
t h e i r  electron clouds w f l l  be shifted wi th  respect t o  t he i r  poaitive 
chargess due t o  the e lec t r ic  f ie ld  which exis ts  at the surfacee The 
polarization of the molecule can be great enough t o  switch the elec- 
trons irreversibly in to  new da tes ,  thus forming a ehanicalbond. The 
direction and strength of  the dipole moment of %he bond modifiers the 
e lec t r ic  f fe ld  a t  the surface and can therefore be determined work 
farnetion measurementso 
an electron shift  t o  o r  f r o n t h e  metal surface occu~s  even i f  no actual 
electron transfer takes place. 
adsorbed molecule become part of the metal electron gas, o r  if' m e t a l  
electrons become part o f  the electron she l l s  of the molecule, not on ly  
a change in work function but a l s o  a change in resistance of  the  metal 
will o e c u ~ ~  These changes are de%ectabhe if the adsorbent is not more 
A change fn work function is t o  be exgected if 
On the other hand9 fp electrons of the 
c - ‘ c  
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than the order of a thousand times the thickness of the layer affected 
by adsorptiono 
can yield Wormat ion  as  t o  t h e  nature of  the chemical bond formed in 
chemisorptiona (3) how eve^, only a s  recently as  1959 have quautitat5ve 
Because of  this, resistance measurements on thfn f i lms  , 
reaul t s  regapdfng the e h d c a l b o n d  been obtained as a result of t h i s  
type of These results have concerned the effective 
valency of the metal surface atom and the number of bonds fomed 
each adsorbed molecule f o r  c e r t a h  metal-gas systemso The validfty of L 
these conclusions is in some doubto however, because of a lack of 
knowledge of the s tmeture  of the films involved. 
The puppose of the present project is t o  further investigate the - 
phenomenon of adsorption through the study of resistance changes in th in  
metal films.\ It is anticipated that  t M s  work w i l l  continue t o  become 
a doctaral thesis.  The phase of the project reported fn this pa- w a s  
lfmfted t o  include only  the design and constmetfon of apparatus suit- 
able f o r  making reds tance  measupegnents on metal films, and the pre- 
UminaPg investigation of carbon monoxide adsorbed on molybdenum. 
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I o  CHBMIsoBBTI[ON ON METAL SURF- 
W r i D t i o n  of Metal Surfaces 
ghgaical Bescriution. Since adsorption is primarily a surface in- 
teraction, a study of adsorption must begin with a consideration of the 
nature of the surface involved. The ideal  metal surface would be a 
known face of a single perfect c p y s t a L  
not O C ~ U P  i n  nature and so the ideal  metal surface also does not occur. 
However, perfect c q s t a l s  do 
The heterogeneity of a real  single c r y s t a l  surface may be classed 
a s  either physical heterogeneity o r  c h d c a l  heterogeneityo 
heterogeneity of the surface ar ises  PpharLly f r o m  l a t t i c e  defects. 
These include vacancies, interstitials, and dislocations* However, it 
has a l s o  been shown that  the surface of a crystal  may become roughened 
and develop steps because of themalmotPon of the atoms. Chemical 
heterogeneity means the imperfections fa the crystal due t o  foreign 
atoms. 
Physical 
These m a y  be present unintentionally as  impurities, o r  inten- 
tinnally a s  alloying agentso (5) 
Actual metal surfaces are of course very often polycrystalline3 and 
the varying properties of the different c r y s t a l  faces exposed then give 
r i s e  t o  heterogeneity over the surfaceo 
tween crystal faces is the different density of packhg of the surface 
atoms. 
pounding each adatom q varyo 
The mos t  ob*oprs difference be- 
!&is means tha t  in adsorption the number of metal atoms SUP- 
It has a l s o  been found that  the work 
function, a very important property i n  determining the interaction of 
atoms a t  the surfaceo varies with the m y s t a l  face of  the m e t a l .  
The surfaces presented by evaporated thin films a re  more compU- 
sated still, and a discussion of them is &van in a l a t e r  section. 
Y 
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----- Theoretical Description. Brattaing6) has defined a supface a s  a 
boundaqy across a c k a  there i s  a U f e r e n c e  in concentration of some 
essential  chemical constituent and across which there is an electro- 
s t a t i c  potential differencee This potential difference is generally 
assocfated with some kind of a charge double layere 
origin of this charge double layer f o r  metals is in the unspmetric dis- 
tr ibution of electronic charge. 
distribution spreads outward, 
layer, with negative d g n  outward, had been imposed on the surface of 
the a e t a l  with otherwise bulk electronic distributiona 
dffference h~ electrostatic potential between the inside and the out- 
side of the m e t a l  w h i c h  is called the surface potentialo 
One theory f o r  the 
A t  the surface, the electronic charge 
The m d t  is gust as if a charge double 
This creates a 
Related t o  
the surface potential is a property called the work function. (7) 
The work functfoa is the change fn potential energy of' an electron 
i n m o v i n g  f rom inside the metal t o  a point gust outside the -faceg 
divided by the electronic changeo There is, of course, some ambiguity 
in the term @"just outside the  surfaceme If there were no surface 
potential, the work fmckion would be just  equal t o  -pie, where p = 
chemical potential and e = electronk charge. The chemical potential 
may be thought of as  the work done fn adding an electron isothemally 
t o  the metal, and w i l l  depmd omly on the temperature and ?internal 
conditionsw of the m e t a l ,  If' a surface potential is present, then the 
6 
Adsorbed molecules w i l l  a l t e r  the surface potential o f  a metal and this 
change can be experhentally cbsemed as a change in the work functiono 
h e  t o  the nature of the surface potential, it is a structure sen- 
s i t ive  propePty0 
tially a bulk propertgo 
The chemical potential, on the other hand, is essen- 
Therefore the work function would be expected 
t o  change from face t o  face of a crystal, and this is indeed found 
Bon- in Chemisorption 
The exact nature o% the birding forces involved in chemisorption 
is not c o m p l e t e  understood in most casesm However, a dist inction 
is generally made between w e a k  and strong chemisorption, and these are 
associated respectively w5%h predominantly covalent and i o n i c  type 
bonding 
Covalent Bondbg. Covalent forces are a l s o  called axchange forces 
o r  homopolar forces, and adsorption due t o  t h i s  type of force is called 
weak chemisorptiono Covalemb bonding is characterized by the f ac t  tha t  
the electron ahell of the adsorbed atom may penetrate that  of the metal 
atom. 
paired spin t o  a so-called binding o rb i t a l ,  
Both the metal and adsorbed atom give up an electron with un- 
(5' 
The f ac t  that  %he transit ion metals are  markedly more active than 
other metals in &dsorp t%on  Bas bed t o  the hypothesis that  this bond- 
i n g  is relaked t o  the d-band s$puctme of the metal, "' However, 
Wrl.ich'l' has pointed out that the evidence f o r  d-band interaction is 
not conclusives and jlf dissociated atoms rather than diatomic molecules, 
such a s  Nz and Has were used as the  adsorbate, there would be no great 
difference between the transit ion metals and other metalso 
Another model for weak chemisorption suggests that  the bond is 
formed between a a l e  surface atom which has %useda metal-metal 
. 
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bonds and the adsorbed moleculeo However, t h i s  model f a i l s  fp that  it 
requires a positive heat of adt~orption for any dissociative adsorption 
on any m e t a l  surfaceg and t h i s  is not found scperhnentally, 0-1 
Ion ic  Bonding Ionfe b o w  forces, also c a l l e d  hetropolar forces, 
give r i s e  t o  strong chemiso~ptP%oa~ In contrast t o  the covalent forces, 
which involve an interpenetration of the electron shells of the adatom 
and the m e t a l ,  the hetropolar forces a re  associated with the tranafer 
of an electron from the adatom t o  the metal o r  vice versae 
layer of ions is formed which is bound t o  the surface by the Coulomb 
image forceo 
the  ionization potential of the  adsorbed atombe less  than the work 
function of the metal, Vi C O o  Howeverg even ff this condition does 
not hold, adsorption o f  positive ions will st i l l  take place provided 
tha t  
n u s  a 
The condition f o p  electron transfer t o  the  metal is that  
$ 4 e V i <  % + e @  
where Qa is the adsorption energy of the adsorbed atom i n  atomic form 
and (& $8 its adsorpkion energy h f o d c  formD These quantit ies are 
i l lus t ra ted  fr figure 1 f o r  the case of sodium adsorption on tungsten, ( 9 )  
Ionic bonding is commonly found in the case of a l k d  and a l k a l h e  
metals adsorbed on such metals a s  tungsten, molybdenum, and platintun. 
Electron transfer from the metal t o  the adatom can a l s o  take 
placee 
be l ess  than the i o n i z a t i o n  potential of the adatam, 0 < Vi, W e  
the condition f o r  negative ion adsorption is now 
The condition f o r  t h i s  is that  the work function of the metal 
$.-eVi 
An example of t h i s  is the adsorption of hydrogen on potassium9 b which 
each hydrogen atom takes one electron fromthe potassium d a c e .  
0 T 
E -25 
-50 
k(t/ ion 
- - - - -  I 
Figure lx 
of sodium on a tungsten surfacea 
Potential energy curves relatfng t o  the adsorption 
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Wfects  of Chemisorption on &ta l  Properties 
I- Work Fwetfono %n e&ther ionic o r  covalent chemisorption, the ef- 
f ec t  on the surface can be appro-tied by a charge double layer of 
density ae  and separation distance d, where u =  number of dipoles per 
uni t  area and e = electronic chargeo If this charge double layer is 
i d e a z e d  t o  the point where it  may be regarded as uniform, then the 
change b potential across thfs layer is 2 k a e d  = 2 4rruH (Gaussian 
units)  where M is tke dipole moment. This potential then adds t o  the 
already present d a c e  potential, and thus changes the work function 
of the metal, The work function w511be increased when the negative 
side of the double layer is outward, and decreased when the positive 
side is outwardo Therefore measwDemaplts of the change in work function 
due t o  adsorbed molecules can be hterpreted t o  give information re- 
garding the adsorption processa ti9 
$onductfvi.tyo %la a metal the f ree  electrons are responsible f o r  
!f%esafore Lf electrons of the adsorbed molecule become conductivitye 
papt of the metal electron gas, o r  if metal electrons became part of 
the electron shel l  of tihe adsorbed molecules, a change in e lec t r ica l  
conductivity w i l l  occuro (lo) ThEs point w i l l  be covered fr more de t a i l  
fi laeer sectionse 
Mametizatfono The paramagnetjlsn of the transftion metals is due 
t o  electrons with unpaired s p h  in the pa&* f l l l e d  d-bando Therefore 
if adsorption changes the number of electrons in the d-band, the mag- 
net ic  susceptability of the metal w i l l  a lso changeo 
Selwood (la) has u t i u z d  this p~lenomenon in his investigations of ad- 
sorption on nickelo 
unpabed electron spin pep atom in the d-bando 
For example, 
Nickel c o n t a h s  9,4 electrons, 006 holes, and 006 
In the formatLon of an 
ionic bond,the number of unpaired d-electrons w i l l  ei ther  h c ~ e a s e  o r  
10 
decrease by one f o r  each atom adsorbedo This means that f o r  nickel the 
adsorption of  a positive ion will decrease the magnetization, while the 
adsorption of a negative ion w i l l  increase ito When a covalent bond is 
formed, howeverB an electron from the adsorbate and an electron from 
the d-band of the metal ,  both with unpaired spins, occupy a bonding OP- 
b i t a l  in which the i r  electron spins are paired. 
covalent bonding the magnetization will decrease no matter in which di- 
rection the polarbatLon of the resulting bond is. To distinguish 
between positive ion formation and covalent bonding an additional mea- 
surement, such a s  ekrmGe fn work function o r  resistance, which t e l l s  
It fo l lows  t ha t  i n  
the direction of electron transfer is neededo (7) 
11, METHODS OF SrUDpmG ADSORBTION 
Observation of changes i n  the work fune%ion, conductivitg, and 
magnetization give a method of studying the electronic h t e r a c t i o n  
between adsorbed molecules and m e t a l  surfacesG 
have been obtafned fop  m a n y  systems by these methodso 
of work has also been done t o  d e t e r n e  heats of  adsorption and adsopp 
t ion isotherms and isobarso 
calorimetric methods and the l a t t e r  by volumetric o r  gravimetric tech- 
niquese 
of adsorption, in the de ta i l s  of the surfaces involved, and in the 
structures which the adsorbedmolecules formB 
have had t o  wait, however, f o r  the more recent development of ultra- 
high vacuum technique, f lash desorption methods, f ie ld  mission 
microscopy, and low-energy electron diffraction. 
Qalitative results 
A large amount 
The former work is generally done by 
There has also been interest  in the kinetics o r  r a t e  processes 
These l a t t e r  studies 
11 
Flash Desorption 
The kinetics of adsorption are  mos t  simply expressed by the stick- 
ing coefficient, t ha t  is, by the probability that  a molecule striking 
the  surface wfll aetPlally be adsorbed on ito 
method f o r  determining t h i s  coefficient. 
of known area is exposed t o  a gas a t  known pressure f o r  a certain length 
of timee 
Flash desorption is one 
I n  t h i s  method a clean aample 
A t  the end of tha t  t h e  the sample i s  heated (flashed) a t  a 
temperature high enough so  that the gas is desorbede 
quent pressure rise in the system, the number of molecules evolved can 
be calculatede 
observedo 
culated. 
informationa 
From the subse- 
"he mpupb.gm rate a s  the  filament cools can also be 
From this information the st icking coefficient is then cal- 
However, flash desorption is capable of yielding still more 
If the temperature of' the sample is changed continuously, 
a quali tative pictare of the nature of the  binding energies of the ad- 
sorbed species can be obtained by obseming the amount of gas desorbed 
as a function of t h e  and temperature. It i s  i n  this way tha t  a de- 
t a i l ed  view of intermediate b b d b g  s t a t e s  b adsorption on m e t a l s  has 
been obtahed,"' It is also poasiEsle t o  a s t h g u b h  between first 
and second order  reactions a t  the surface. (13) 
While some early studies by this method were done by Langmuir in 
the  19sOQss most f lash  desorption work has been possible only  idace 
the  developnent of %he Bayard-Allpert ionization gauge f o r  the rapid 
measuement of low pressureso 
Field Fhissioaa M h r o s c o ~  
W i l e  f lash desorption is a powerful technique because it gives a 
d i rec t  and rapid count of the number of  an adsorbed species on a SUP- 
faceb it is a macroscopic techn$que and yields  Wormation on proper- 
t i e s  of the adsorbed layer only indirectly. f i e l d  emission mieroscopg 
provides a technique f o r  dfrectmicroscopic examination of the adsorbed 
layer which supplements the macroscopic Mopmation found by other 
means. 
Field emission mic~oscopg includes the  two technfques of f i e l d  
electron and field ion m%croscopy developed by Be Wo &Uer in 1937 
and 1951 respectivelyo 
(- 1000 A d i m o )  of the material t o  be studied is placed at  high aega- 
In  f i e ld  electron microscopg a s m a l l  t i p  
8 
t ive potential  (-10 4 volts] with respect t o  a fluorescent screen 
which par t ia l ly  m o u n d s  the tip. 
of the order of 10 v o l t s / ~ ~  
surface of the metal and are accelerated t o  the screeno The rate of 
This  creates a f i e ld  a t  t he  t i p  
Electrons can then tunnel out of the 8 
tunneling depends upon the work function of the metal which in turn 
depends upon the crystal  face and impurities on the surfaceo 
the result ing pattern on the fluorescent screen can be interpreted t o  
Thus, 
give information on an atomic scale about the surface of the material 
and adsorption on the surfaceo 
The f i e l d  ion microscope is an improvement over the f i e l d  elec- 
0 
t ron microscope in that it has greatly increased resolution 6 3  A), 
The operation is similar t o  the f i e l d  electron microscope except that  
t h e  experimental tube is f i l l e d  with hydrogen a t  about loa3 t o r r ,  and 
the metal t i p  is a t  positive potential wi th  respect t o  the screeno 
Adsorbed hydrogen on the t i p  is then pulled o f f  h the form of ions 
which are accelerated t o  the screenm The iodza t fon  of the bdrogen 
a g a h  depends upon the work function of the metal and so the pattern 
on the screen gives a picture of the surface on an atomic scale. With 
the f i e l d  ion mfcroscope, the positions of individual adatoms can be 
determined 
13 
Field emission and flash desorption studies supplement each other 
quite w e l l ,  He ld  d s s f o n  mfc~oscopy f ie lds  infomation on the  dis- 
tr ibution of adsorbed material over the surface and on t h e  rates of 
atomic processes oceming in the adsorbed layer itself, 
tion, on the other hand, proddes data on the  kinetics of adsorption 
Flash desorp- 
and a l s o  information on the energetics of binding at the mrfaeeo The 
f i e ld  emission data a l l o w  t h i s  Wormation t o  be related t o  the stmc- 
twe arid propedies o f  t he  surface layero Conversely, M o w a t i o n  
f r o m  the f lash desorption stu&es a l low an interpretatdon of the woe- 
esses responsible f o r  the changes observed in the  f i e ld  emission micro- 
scope . (141 
;rac$ion - 
Another method which gives information on an atomic scale is low- 
energy electron diffractione "Us method dates back t o  the Davisson- 
Germer experiment of 1927, but has seen l i t t l e  use as a research t o o l  
in adsorption until recently, Mew developnents in t h e  teehdque have 
made the process cosLsfderably less laborious 
The sethod consbts  of  focushg a beam of  low-energy electrons 
(50 - 150 eV) a t  normal. hcfdeslee on the crystal  t o  be studiedo The 
electrons are d%d"frae%ed in a backward direction and are accelerated 
t o  a fluorescent screene 
be photographed. Because of t he  low energy of the e l e c t r a s o  the i r  
penetrating power is small and duf rac t ion  i s  due m a i n l y  t o  t h e  two 
dbensional array of atoms a t  the surfaced 
tern can be h te rpre ted  t o  give $he position o r  spacfngs of atoms on 
the surfaceJ 
The r e d t h g  pattern on the screen can then 
Thus the diffraction pat- 
u, 
In i t s  most simple applications low-energy electron diffraction is 
used f o r  two cibmsional crystallography of clean surfacese 
by observing changes in the diffraction pattern a s  the energy of the 
electrons is variedo the three dimensional aspects of surface structure 
can be determined as w a l l o  
However, 
m e  application of low-energy electron diffraction t o  adsorption 
studies is the determination of the locations and surface structure of 
adsorbed atoms relatdve t o  the substrate structure. 
observation f romthfs  technique is that  i n  some sgstems the substrate 
One Mieresting 
atonia become rearranged due t o  adao~p t ion~  (15) 
Genner (I6) has suggested a classification of adsorption into four  
groups according t o  monolayer structure a s  observed by low-energy elec- 
tron diffractiono 
table structural  appangamegtg (b) when the layer has a perfectly 
regular arrangement, (e) when there is some randomness in the arrange- 
ment of  the layer which c m o %  be removed by annealhg, and (d) when 
the adsorbed atoms have caused rearrangement of the surface atoms of 
the substrateO 
They are (a) when the adsorbed layer has no detec- 
UI.0 CONDUmIVITY OF IBTALS 
A fairly simple, yet useful, determination of the conductivity of 
I n  t h i s  model (12) m e t a l s  can be obtained from the free electron modelo 
the valence electrons of the metal a%ome, are able t o  move freely 
throughout t he  volume of the sample and ape responsible f o r  the  conduc- 
t ion of e lec t r ic i tyo  The electrostatic interaction of these conduction 
electrons with the ion cores of the  metal l a t t i c e  and w i t h  each other 
i s  neglectedo Calculations then proceed as  if the conduction electrons, 
which obey Fed-IHrac s ta t i s t ics ,  were free  i n  the space bounded by the 
sample 
The important resu l t  of the f r ee  electron model f o r  the  condttctivity 
- &  
m 0 -  
where N =r,Umber of electrons per unit volme, e = e l e e t ~ o r d c  charge, 
m = mass of electronB and 7 = relaxatfor, timern The relaxation time may 
be thought of, in this model, as the mean time of f l i gh t  between e o U -  
sions of the electzon, A rela5ed ~ a n t f t y ~  the electron mobility, i s  
def h e d  by 
4 
4 4 
where Vb = electron drLft velocity and B = applied e lec t r ic  f i e ld9  
terns of electron mobility the expression f o r  conductivity is then 
In 
CY = New (3 1 
&re advamed theories. of metals take in to  account the  in%era,ct9on 
of the electrons wrfth kbs fcn LU.OPP(O,S~ The only modfffcatior, neeessaky t o  
eqgatfon (1) on the  basis of these theories is t o  replace m, the mass of 
the electron, by flo called the  effe.u,tise mass of ths electPono The 
physical interpretation of t h i s  5.3 that  &de t o  interactions 116th the 
l a t t i ce ,  the electron in the metal does not respond t o  an applied 
e lec t r ic  f i e ld  l i k e  a free elee%ron cf mass na, but rather a s  2X f% were 
an electron of mass m*@ 
On the basis of more advamed theory it i s  shown that, electri.eal 
resistance is due 5- to impe%feetLons in the  c rys ta l  latt%ce. These 
fmperfeclfons may be separated L ~ k o  those assoclated with the thermal 
motion of the atoms and those associated with bpuri%y atoms and l a b  
t fce  defectso 
are responsible for  the so-called ideal. resistance, while the la t te r  
"'he fomer are reversibly temperature degendent and 
a re  essentaally temperature ixdependenti m d  are  responsible f o r  the 
so-called residual resistancee "'his is expressed by Mathlessen's 
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d e  
where p = resistance = l/ua 
In talking about the  conductivity of th in  m e t a l  films, a contpf- 
bution t o  the resistance due t o  the boundaries of the m e t a l  must be 
taken in to  accounto (la) The mean free path o f  a conduction electron q 
be defined as 
4 = UT ( 5  1 
where u =mean velocity of the electron and T = relaxation t h e o  In 
terms of the mean free path, equatfon (1) f o r  the conductivity may be 
written 
This implies tha t  ef the  thfekness of a film is reduced so  t h a t  it is 
comparable t o  the m e a n  f r ee  path, then the resistance of the  m e t a l  w i l l  
be increased due t o  this arbifisial l imitation of  the mean free path by 
the  boundaries. Much useful work has been done using th$s so-called 
mean free path effect  b d e t e d r d n g  basic metal conductfdty para- 
meters. It has been suggested tha t  Matthieasenvs d e  f o r  thin films 
be m i t t e n  
(TI P t  o t a l  (TI+ idea l  
Mean free path e f fec ts  begerl t o  &OW up 2n films in the  thickness range 
of lo0 - gS0 A and less. 
@ 
Another factor  which must be taken in to  account with thin films i s  
tha t  the residual resistance, which f s  due t o  impurities and defects, 
may be temperature dependento Due to the  nature of f i lm deposition, the  
concentration of  l a t t i c e  defects is generally higher than in the bulk 
m e t a l .  These defects may be paPiala1J-y annealed out a t  higher temperatures, 
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thereby decreashg the res%stancec 
f o r e  not reversible and is W t e  different f rom the normal tanperatwe 
dependence of the seal re%l.s%aneeo 
This temperature dependence is there- 
3 x 0  'PI" Frms 
TBfn films of vazd.0~8 materials have been used in adeorptfon 
studies prhar5ly for two reasonso 
of obtaining a clean surfaceo Second, it has been shown tha t  under 
certafn c o d t i o n e  films may have a surface area available for adsorp- 
t ion which is many t imes greater than t he i r  geome%rical m a c e  areao 
This l a s t  feature fsa not p a r b i e u h r l y  w e l l  understood and f o r  tha t  
reason is a mixed blessing, 
mst9 they offer a c o n v d e n t  wag 
Thin films may be formed in several ways, but the most common 
method used today is vacuum evaporatione 
material is vaporized by heating it in a vacuum, and the vapor them 
condenses upon a suitable sabstrate t o  form the film. 
siderable l i t e ra ture  upon tMs subject since it is of commercial as  
w e l l  a s  scien%ff%tz interest  '"' 
and properties of the film are  dependent upon the parameters 0% depo- 
s i t ion* 
I n  t h i s  method the f i l m  
There i s  con- 
It has been found that the structure 
To understand how the deposition parameters affect the result- 
ing film, it is first necessary t o  understand something of the initial 
nucleation andl growbh of %he film on the substrateo Indeed, t h i s  might 
even be considered an adsorption problem since ft deals with the h t e a e  
actions of foreign atoms on a surfaceo "his subject has been reviewed 
by Bassett e t  do (191 
When an evaporqted atom strikes the substrate surface it may either 
remain on the surface o r  re-evaporate. Those atoms -remaining on the 
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surface mw move over the surface and &Pike a particularly low-energy 
s i te ,  OF may perhaps combine w i t h  another adatom t o  fom a more stable 
'"doubletom 
non-mobile on the surfaces it then acts  a s  a nucleus and subsequent 
adatoms may collect cn ito 
In eftheap caseo Lt the adatom loses enough energy t o  become 
Once a sufficiently h igh  density of nuclei has formed on the sup- 
(a) direct  deposi- face, growth may take place %na the following ways: 
t i c n  Onto existing nuclei; (b) interchange of atoms between near- 
neighboring nuclei, c2ausing large nuclei t o  grow a t  the expense of 
smaller nuclei; and ( e ]  physical grcwbg together cf neighboring nucleie, 
Depending upon %he type of" growth which predominates, the film may be- 
come continuous even at low tRfcknesses o r  ~;.;ly form large isolated e q s -  
tallites which remain s e p a ~ a t e  unt i l  greater thicknesses are reached- 
Thus the structure of the film is determined by t h e  number of nuclei 
Mtially formed and the way fn which the remltfng aggregates growo 
There am three factors  which  affect the number of i n i t i a l  nuclei 
formed,, One fs the number of" favorable, o r  low-energy, s i t e s  found on 
the substratee mese include such things as  vacancies, steps and kfik 
sites,  dislocations, and foreign atomso 
deposition, tha t  is, t h e  nuber  of mEPlghg atoms per d t  mea per 
uni t  timeo 
f O P l I l Q  
A second factor is the r a t e  of 
The higher the rate, tRe more i n i t i a l  nuclei are l ike ly  t o  
The th i rd  factor is the  mobility of the atom on the substrate m- 
facee, 
on the surface as long as  it has enough energy t o  pass over the poten- 
t i a l  barr iers  on the surfaceo 
things a s  the substrate material, temperature, and cleanliness and the 
enepgy of the ixnpbghg atom0 
High mobflity w i l l .  favor fewer i n i t i a l  nuclei- An atom is mobile 
Therefore, mobility w U l  depend upon such 
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The subsequent growth of the nuclei also depends upon the mobility 
of the deposited atomsb Low mobility w i l l  favor l a t e r a l  growth of the 
nucleio whereas high mobility w i l l  favor growth normal t o  the surfacee 
T h i s  is because in general the most favorable sites w i l l  be on the al- 
ready formed nuclei0 
The combination of a large number of i n i t i a l  nuclei and a low 
mobility of the atoms gives r i s e  t o  continuous films a t  low thicknessesc 
These same films alsc show a higher density of l a t t i c e  defects and l e s s  
crystallographic orfentation with respect t o  the substrate than films 
deposited under different @onditionso 
In addition t o  l a t t i c e  defects, it is known tha t  films a s  deposited 
m a y  contain high stressese (20) These stresses9 unless relieved by an- 
nealbg, may have an effect  on the properties of the f i lm,  particularly 
the e lec t r ica l  propertieso 
The factors  just described which determine f i lm structure a re  de- 
pendent upon parameters which can be controlled during depositiono 
These parameters fall i n t o  three areas, 
This may be controlled With respect t o  material, temperature, and p r e p  
aration. The second i s  the evaporation source. This may be controlled 
as t o  type of source4 temperature9 and distance from the substrateo 
The third i s  the vacuum env5ronment. 
The f i r s t  is the substrateo 
T h i s  may be controlled a s  t o  degree 
of vacuum and type of residual gas presento A I L  of these parameters can 
be interpreted in t e r n  of their  effect  on the f n f t i a l  nucleation r a t e  
and mobility of t h e  deposited atomso 
It is now established that by careful control of these deposition 
parameters films can be made with reproducible properbies. 
the case of conductivity stpudies, what were once called anomalous ef- 
A t  least in 
fec ts  have now been traced ti poor experSmantal techniques. (17) 
One structural  property of films which has not yet been B u l l y  
explained is the apparent porosity of films prepared under c e r t a h  con- 
dikLonso Several hvest igators  have found by adsorption & d e s  tha t  the 
surface area of films is proportional t o  the mass of matePial deposited. (21) 
This can only be interpreted as meaning that the films are porous. It 
has been shown that  this porosity depends upon the conditions of  deposi- 
t i o n  and the subsequent treatment of the filmso For example, films of 
copper deposited a t  liquid oxygen temperature (-183.C) show a l inear  re- 
lationship between surface area and mass. 
-183°C but annealed at 18.6 for two hours s t i l l  show a b e a r  PelatLon- 
Similar films deposited a t  
ship9 but the slope is smallero Elms deposited a t  room temperature and 
higher no longer show a h e a r  relaticnship but still  have an effective 
surface greater than thefs geometrical surfaceo (21) 
have proposed two models f o r  porous f i lms.  
One pictures the initfa- depcs%%ed fflm as  being composed of spIheres 
(a) Evans and Mitchell 
in  a close packed amangePaBnts the large supface area being accounted 
f o r  by the surfaces of the s@erese The decreasing surface area upon 
annealing is due t o  surface e r a t i o n  of atoms. The other model pictures 
the  f i lm as  composed of' rod shaped elements which form an open poly- 
hedral structureo The l a t t e r  model has beenmore successful fi f i t e r -  
preting certain eondustldty datao 
idealized and seem t o  be of U t e d  appUeabfUty, 
Both models, however, are highly 
On the other Rad, them is some evidence tha t  f l a t ,  OP nonporous, 
films of certafn materials can be producedo Swaine and Plumb(27) eval- 
uated the effect of' substrate txmperaturee film thickness, and angle of 
vapor incidence on the stru&ure of alumhm filmso Theg coneluded tha t  
with normal vapor incidence flat films are always produced except a t  
very l o w  substrate temperatureso 
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V e  GomwePacv6Tp CHANGES IN MBTAIS DUE To CNEMISWJ!ION 
As was pohted out in the preceding sections, one of the effects  of 
chemisorption on a m e t a l  is t o  change the conductivity of the metal, 
From measurements of these changes in conductivity it is possible t o  get  
information about the adsorption ~ P O C ~ S S ~  
affect  conductiv5ty9 but this is generally due t o  conductivity in the 
adsorbed layer i t s e l f  rather than  electronic interaction with the adsor- 
bento 
ductivity of the adsorbent, it is d i f f i cu l t  t o  interpret  the finding8 in 
relation t o  the adsorption pocessa (23 1 
Bhysical adsorption mag also 
In the instances when physical adsorption affects  the bulk eon- 
The conductivity of a metal. i s  given by Q = N e p  where N =number 
of conduction electrons per uni t  volume, e = electronic charge, and 
p = electron mobilitye 
preted as reflecting a change in N, the concentration of electrons, 
f i l e  the mobility fd~ a s d  t o  be essentially unchangede 
t o  detect changes in mobility with adsorption have not get been performede 
Changes in conductivity are generalJy inter- 
Experiments 
suhrmann and h i s  eo-workers have done considerable work with eoxlduc- 
t i v i t y  changes in thin films &ue t o  cSaemfsorptiono 
c o n d u c t f ~ t y  data with m d % s  of work function measurements he has 
developed a qualitat&?re pk$ure of the adsorption processo 
h i s  results fi 19550 'I His work involved the adsorption of oqygen, 
hydrogen, xltaogen, and carbon monoxide on films of nickel, 
concluded that t h e  type o f  adsorptEon b te rac t ion  t a n g  placs cou ld  be 
explained on the basis  of the  following five factors8 (a)  work fPPncfaion 
of the m e t a l  &aceO (b) electron a f f in i ty  of t h e  adsorbate, (6) disso- 
ciation energy %or diatomic moleculeso (4) assymmetry of the electron 
conf ' ipa t ion  of the  adsorbate, and (e) presence of unpaired electrons 
and n electrons. 
By combining his 
He surmnari&ed 
i5u.hsmanrr 
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S m h - 9 ~  interpretation of  the resu l t s  of hydrogen adsorption on 
nickel were questioned by Saehtler. 
tha t  hydrogen adsorption on plathum foil and tungsten caused a decrease 
b the work function and that  hydrogen adsorption on aged nfekelf i lms 
caused a decrease in resistanceo 
pected of an electronegative adsorbateo 
hydrogen adsorbed on fresh nickel films produced tRe expected hcrease  
in resistance and work %unctiono He interpreted the difference between 
fresh and aged films as being due t o  a different degree of  order 'in the 
filmso 
and concluded t h a t  the difference in behadoup of fresh and aged films 
was due t o  different degrees of &ace contaminationo 
Suhpmann and others had found 
This is contrary t o  what. would be ex- 
However, Stahmm found that  
SacRtler did s M 1 a . r  experiments under vazying vacuum conditione 
Suhmann has a l s o  investigated carbon monoxide, oxygen, and hydpo- 
gen adsorbed on nickel and bismuth films" (lo) He found tha t  carbon 
mmoxI.de on nickel films caused an increase in resf&anceo He attr2- 
buted this t o  metal electrons being displaced towards the CO molecule, 
since the electron d f h t t y  of m e  CO molecule fs greater man that  of 
the  nickel surfaceo However, earbon monoxide on bismuth films caused a 
decrease in resistance even though the work function of bismuth is 0065 
vol t s  l e s s  than that  o f  nickel, I% is known that bismuth has a l o w  
concentration of electrons iri its conduction band- 
t h i s  t o  mean that  electron coneentratiin, a s  well as the work fans$lon, 
plays an fmportant role  in governing the electron affirdty of a metal 
surface and hence .in the electronic interaction a t  the surfaceo !Che 
resul ts  w i t h  oqgen and hydrogen bore out this c~nclusfon~ 
Suhrmam interpreted 
More recently Zweitering e t  al ( 4 )  and Suhmann et ad2') have been 
able t o  give a qpantfkative interpretation of conductivity measurements 
w%th regard t o  the sha~ing of conduction electrons fi the chemisorption 
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processe I n  order t o  do th i s ,  the number of molecules adsorbed and 
ei ther  the weight or surface area of the film must be known in addition 
t o  the measured change in eonduetf.a%tym The data are  plotted as frac- 
t iona l  change i n  eonductidty versus the number of adsorbed molecules 
per unit weight of' film, This plot gave a s t ra ight  l f i e  for l o w  eov- 
erages in a l l  cases hvestigated by Zweiteringe figure 2 shows an ex- 
ample of these data, 
as follows8 
A constant a is then determined from the slope 
AVAo slope = - n 
where AX = change in conductivity, A, = Mtial conductivity, N = t o t a l  
number of metal atoms in f i l m ,  W = weight of film, n = number of ad- 
sorbed molecules/unit f i lm weight, and na = t o t a l  number of molecules 
adsorbedo 
of unity f o r  the systems he studied, namely, Hz9 
on Ti ,  Nip and Fee He interpreted t M s  t o  mean  that  i n  chdso rp t fon  
The value of 01 w a s  found by Zweitering t o  be of the order 
and 694 adsorbed 
the fract ional  decrease i n  e lectr ical  conductivity roughly equals the 
fract ion of the t o t a l  number of  metal atoms involved in the  formation 
of the chemisorption bondo 
More qualitative eonelua%ons can be drawn from the data by the 
introduction of two new constants, X and y a  X is the number of  chemi- 
c a l  bonds formed pep adsorbed molecule. 
the  metal atom ors in the  f ree  electron model, the number of conduction 
y i s  the effective valency of 
electrons contributed by the  atom. So if y chemical bonds a re  made with 
a metal atom, thera i ts  contribution t o  the conductivity of the  film is 
completely cancelledo Therefore, by assuming tha t  each metal atom 
contributes equally t o  conductioqu can also be written as 
0 
-i 
-2 
-3 
- l f  
- 5  
-6 
-7  
Figure 28 Adso~ptfon of carbon menoxide on i ron  filmo 
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x a =  - Y 
Since CY i s  experimentally 
other can be calculated. 
hydrogen t o  be two, since 
determined, if  e i ther  X or  y is known, the 
For instance, Zweitering considered X f o r  
he assumed tha t  hydrogen dissociates in ad- 
sorption and tha t  each atom then forms one bond. 
values f o r  T i ,  Fe, and Ni t o  be 1.9, 0.9 and 0075 respectively. 
i n  tu rn  determined X f o r  CO and C2H4 t o  be approximately 2.5 and 4.0 
r e  spec t ively 
He thm determfned y 
H e  then 
Suhrmann does not consider X t o  be simply the  number of bonds 
formed per adsorbed molecule. 
t o r  which contains the influence of one chemisorbed molecule on the 
mobility of  conduction electrons as well as on the i r  number. 
he does not separate these t w o  effects., 
He takes it instead t o  be a constant fac- 
However, 
Suhrmann analyzed h i s  data of hydrogen adsorption on palladium 
films by t h i s  method. 
In i t i a l ly  the  dissociated hydrogen atoms strongly bind the conduction 
electrons and form a negative layer. 
hydrogen atoms dissociate i n t o  electrons and protons which mag diffuse 
in to  the metal. The electrons f i l l  holes in the  d-band and so the  num- 
ber of conduction electrons i s  not increased. Changes in magnetization 
of the palladium, which might be expected on the basis of this explana- 
t ion,  were not investigatedo 
impurities i n  the l a t t i c e  and therefore cause the resistance t o  increase. 
This i s  substantially the same as S u h m ' s  ea r l i e r  findings f o r  the  ad- 
sorption of hydrogen on nickel filmso 
He found twc modes of hydrogen adsorption. 
A t  higher coverages, however, the 
The protms, on the  other hand, ac t  as 
Wrlich(26) has pointed out  some d i f f icu l t ies  in the above method 
of interpreting conductivity e f fec ts  due t o  adssrption, and he emphasi- 
ses tha t  an understandhg of  these affects  is a prerequisite t o  the use 
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of such measurements f o r  t h e  exploration of the c h d c a l  bond hvc~lved 
i n  adsorption. 
contribute t o  observed resistance increases. 
He proposes three mechanisms by which adsorption may 
He assumes a f i lm e tmctwe of metall ic aggregates connected by 
The resistance of the  fi lm is increased because conducting bridgeso 
the atoms adsorbed on the-bridge reduce the number of  charge carriers 
in the bridgeo While adsorption takes 
this does not affect  the  conduction of 
constant QB a s  
where lag = number of a%oms adsorbed on 
place on the aggregates as 
the  film. Wrlich defines 
the  bridge, and NB = t o t a l  
of atoms in tho bridgeo Thfs is related t o  Zweitering*s Q by 
w e l l ,  
a 
number 
where AB = f ract ion of t o t a l  surface on bridges, and VB = fraction of 
t o t a l  volume in bridgesg 
than unityo 
Thus, on E%brlich8s model of a film, aB is less 
He considers Zwefteringws small integral  values f o r  cy t o  be 
*"I C n r e + l r i + n r , a  V U I W " Y Y  and -.-th- onnPlIrn'innw --___ ---_ be draws regarding the ehemfcal borad t o  
be %mabide 
The second mechanism f o r  resistance change is that  the adsorbed 
molecules a l t e r  the surface stresses of the film, which it is known 
have an effect, on its resistancee 
tha t  t h i s  m e c h a n i s m m a k e s  more than a small contribution. 
However, Elhrlich believes it u n l i k e l y  
If the gaps between metal aggregates in the  film are  small, and at 
the same t h e  the bridges are thing then electron tunneling between ag- 
gregates may contribute t o  the t o t a l  current carried by the filmo 
d e n t  t o  which this actually occurs in films is not known. 
whfch increases the surface potential w i l l  therefore decrease the amount 
of electron t m e u o  
the major contribution t o  %he resistance change. 
The 
Adsorbed gas 
Ehrich believes tha t  t h i s  last m e e h a n f s m  proPrfdes 
If the idea l  apparatus were t o  be bu i l t  f o r  the purpose of ac- 
quiring the  most meaningful data on tho change of e lectr ical  resis- 
of metal thin films w%th the adsorption of gasesg it w u l d  have 
t o  meet the following requbanentsg 
Erst of a l l ,  it should allow the controlled deposition of thin 
metal filmso 
properties of the fklm should, ideally, all be variable s o  tha t  t he i r  
effect  on the ultimate data could be observedo 
must be controUed have already been mentioned and are a s  followso 
substrate should be con t ro l l ed  with respect t o  material, temperature, 
and prepara%fono 
type of  SOUFGU, temperatme, and distance from the substrateo The 
vacuum environment should be controlled as t o  degree of vacuum and type 
of residual gas presento 
a t  less than 
The various parameters whfeh determine the structure and 
Those parameters which 
The 
The evaporation sowee should be eontrolled a s  t o  
In particular, the vacuum mst be maintained 
to r r  (at which pressure a monolager of gas w f l l  fom 
on an exposed surface in ~ 2 %  mine) during and after the depositiono 
In addition t o  t h i s  the idea l  apparatus should allow f o r  anneal- 
ing and tempera-bue control of the film af ter  depositione 
ness of the film Should be pmSolsn and measurable, and both the weight 
of the film and its  area should be knownO 
The thick- 
The adsorbate gas should be controlled a s  t o  leak ra te  and u l t i -  
!here should also be a method of detePminfng mate pressures reachedo 
the amount of gas adsorbed on the f i l m o  
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Associated with the apparatus should be a device for continuous 
measurement of t he  resistance of t he  f i lm with sufficient sensi t ivi ty  
t o  detect  changes of the order of & 
film i n  such a manner that conduction path through the film is known, 
Contact should be made with the 
The actual apparatus bu i l t  for t h i s  work is shown i n  block diagram 
form i n  Hgwe 3o 
substrate, rnaintainhg a vacuum of less than 
other deposition parmeters constanto 
w a s  unknowno 
w a s  measurableo 
sorbate gas could be well cordtmlled, but no method was provided t o  
measure the amount adsorbedo A methd cf continuous resistance 
measurement of d f i e i e n t  sensit ivity was incorporated in the  system; 
however, the conduction path through the film was unknowno 
t a i led  description of t h e  apparatus is given Ln the next sectiono 
It provided for controllfag the  temperature of the 
t o r rO  and holding a l l  
The nature of the residual gas 
Neither the  thickness, nor the  weight or area of the film 
The pressme of the carbon monoxide used a s  the  ad- 
A more de- -
The p rhe ipa l  par ts  o f  t h e  vacuum y y s k m  are shown b P f p e  ae 
The mechanical pump is a Meld Duo-Seal 1400 pump with a pumping speed 
of 1/3 l i t e r s  per second for free air which is capable of producing a 
vacuum of less than 
molecular sieve peUets, was placed between the mechanical pump and 
the main systemo 
Vae-Ion pump, 
below tom, The Graradlle-PR%Uips Type C ultra-high vacuum valve 
was then closeds isolat ing t h e  system f rom the mechanical pumpp and the 
VacIon pump proceeded t o  pump down t o  an ultimate 
tom, 
creased pumping speed; however,%t proved t o  be of  doubtful value. 
t o m o  A sorbent trap, using Undo type 13X 
F'wrbher pumping was done by a Varkan 8 liter/second 
This was t m e d  on after the pressure i n  the  system w a s  
pressure of 1 x 
A titanium get te r  w a s  a lso h & a U e d  on the system t o  give in- 
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. 
mgupt 38 Diagram of apparatus for the deposition of th in  filmso 
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A Veeco type R.G-75 Bayard-Alpert type ionization gauge capable of 
measuring pressures down t o  tom was usedo The carbon monoxide 
used a s  the  adsorbate gas was l e t  i n t o  the sy&em through a Granville- 
ghillfps type C valve equipped with a low-torque drivero 
The molybdenum films w e r e  deposited on the  inside of a glass  bulb8 
approxfmately 10 an fn diameter, whose temperature w a s  regulated by h- 
mersion i n  a constant temperature bath, 
in FSgure 4. 
by acid, rhsed with d i s t i l l e d  water, and %hen rinsed with acetoneo 
For the t h i r d  f i l m  the cleanhg procedure was changed t o  detergent 
cleaning, acid clem.%5ng, NM,,+OH rinse, and d i s t i l l ed  water rinse wi%h 
d i s t i l l ed  water rinse between a l l  steps, 
Details of the bulb ape shown 
The substrate smface f o r  the first t w o  films was deafled 
The film material was evaporated direct ly  f rom a filarnmt of 0,OU 
inch diameter molybdam &me heated by passing a current of 7 amperas 
through ito Before ins%alUng it 
in the qy&em, t he  filament was heated under vacuum t o  the sublimation 
The p i t y  of the wire was tanknorno 
points 
tance Measurement 
Electr ical  contact with the film was made through two spring clips 
m w  contact w i t h  two s t r i p s  of  silver conducting pabt on %he s$dea 
of the bulb, 
battery i n  series with a 6000 o h  variable resistancep was passed 
through the  film, 
and recorded by a Sargent model sfb recordero 
of the fi lm cou ld  be measured t o  within 0,5 ohm, 
A dire?% current of b mClkunpere, provided by a 6 vol t  
The rembting voltage across the fi lm was measured 
By t h i s  method resistance 
T o  V a c u u m  
+ Sydern  
Figure 4Q W b  fop $he deposition and maasuPunont of resistance of 
h Q l y b d a ~ ~ ~  Pilm~ o 
c 
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uo ITtsmzDm 
The procedure used in the deposition of tihe molybdenum films and 
the  subsequent measprauaer& of resfstance was as  followaa 
1. The Mo filament was outgassed just below the evaporation point, 
and a dry See and acetone bath (-7PC) was placed mound the bulb. 
2. The filament w a s  evaporated unt i l  a film of approximately 100 ohms 
was producedo !he redatance w a s  then monitored f o r  %en minutes, 
3. The dry i c e  bath was mmoved9 and budling water (lW6) was placed 
around the bulbo 
no fur ther  resistance change was notedo 
put back in  placeo 
The film was annealed a t  t h i s  temperature un t i l  
The dry fee  bath was %hen 
40  Carbon monoxide was Let, b t o  the  system t o  a pressure of 1Q4 tom, 
The f i l m  resistance was monitored until  no further resistance 
change was notedo The carbon monoxide was then pumped o f f o  
5 0  Step b was Pepsated uskg carbcn monoxide a t  p r e s m ~ e s  of 10' 6 
and 10-4 %omo 
6, The temperature of the film was cycled between. -?So6 and 1oO.C 
several times while the  ~esfstance was recorded in order t o  give a 
basis f o r  calcqdatfn.g the temperature eoeff$cient of aPe&s$ameo 
SEfXIObJ IV 
msms ANB BIsGUmoM 
Three molybdenum % % h a  were produced and t h e i r  resistance measwed 
a s  carbcn. monox%de was 16% Lnto t he  q & s m  a$ various pressures accord- 
ing t o  the procedure outlined in the preceding sections 
films were deposited ever the entire bulb (3ce Figure bIQ while for the  
th i rd  film a shield was placed over the  fibameast so that  mob&denum was 
deposited only  over  the lower kabf of" the bulb, This meant tha t  cffec- 
t ive ly  a larger area ~f fflmwas contrkbuting t o  the  measured resistan@e. 
The first two  
33 
The thickness of the ffhs in all three eases was estimated on the basis  
of appearance t o  be of‘ the oloacp of 200-5sO A. 
fig?ams 5-7 and are summarized in Table I, 
e 
The data ape rgtf .oa*b’  
Several qualfta%%ve comments can be made on the basis of these 
datao 
1, The apparatus a s  constructed is capable of  deposithg and meas- 
Pressure can be maintained a t  UP- the resistance of molybdenum filmso 
less than low8 torr while evaporation is taking placeu 
the  films showed quaUt+atfvely expected resultsa 
a s  i n i t i a l  annealing took place and increased as  adsorption took place. 
After annealing, the  f f h  showed a positive temperature cocf f ic imt  of 
resistanceo 
as evaporation star%ed indicates tha t  t he  filament was w e l l  outgassed. 
The favorable vacuum condi t ions during evaporation plus the posi%$ve 
temperature coefffeient W e  it seasonably safe t o  assume that the films 
were m e t u c  molybdenumo 
The resistance of 
Resistance decreased 
The fa& that the pressure did not &ow an appr.ee%able p%se 
When the dry i c e  bath was removed and the annealing bath put on 
(step 3 of procedure)s the  pressure .in the  system rose t o  abou%, 
lx10-7 t o r r ,  
anneal (approximately 10 m h o ) ,  the pressure f e l l  again $0 5 ~ l O - ~  t o r r e  
Similar observations are reported by RobertsQ28’, but he o f f e r s  no ex- 
planation f o r  theme 
Upon replacing the d q  fee  bath after completion of the 
2, The increase of resistance of all. three films was appraimately 
This is of the same order of magnitude as tha t  o b s m d  in previ- 405%0 
ous work with carbon monodde on nickel films. (394’ 
measurementss such as those described by Zweite~i.ng(~), which would have 
made possible the determination of the number of electrons per molyb- 
demtn atom involved in the bond were not carried outo 
desirable in future acpex5ment,s0 
Quantitative 
This would be 
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2- 
R d 
d 
U 
4 
S 
CO pressure F’ilrn Resistance % Change in Time exposed _- LtsZr) number (ohms) Resistance to co bin) 
1 91 0 5 
10-7 2 92 0 5 
10-6 
L 
2 
3 
5 
5 
65 
10-5 
95 
97.5 
565 
~- 
lo 
10 
50 
10-4 
9505 
9865 
10 
12 
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3. The resistance of the third fi lm was monitored fo r  15 hours 
after the carbon monoxide had been pumped of f  and no decrease in resis-  
tance was notedo Thfs indicates t ha t  the adsorption i s  not reversible 
since, on the basis of the present theory, desorption would cause a 
decrease In resistancee 
using carbon monoxide as the adsorbate. 
Thfs is  also in agreement with prevlous work 
(3 1 
4. After the resistance measurements (a t  -7tYC) were completed, 
the fi lm temperature was cycled between 1 W C  and -7tYC several timesb 
&Sist&oB lvae messa~e&..a% the two temperatureso 
looOC produced ,an irreversible increase in resistanceo 
coo l i ng  t o  - 7 P C  the resistance was 2$ higher than the previously 
The first heat- t o  
Upon subsequent 
measured resistance a t  that  temperatureo This was observed f o r  a l l  three 
films. Further temperature cyclbng produced no additional irreversible 
effects. 
t h e  film. 
The system presswe increased somewhat during the heating of 
No explanation is offered f o r  this irreversible temperature ef- 
fect .  
t ion  of the carbon moniadde and fur ther  annea- of  the f i l m  structure, 
Two possible results of hereasing the film temperature, desorp- 
would both be expected t o  produce a decrease %n resistances whereas 
just the opposite occeu~1.ed. 
5 .  The temperature coefficient of resistance of the f i lms  was 
calculated as  
where R1 = t o t a l  resistance at T i o  and Ft2 = t o t a l  resistance a t  T p  
The values of cy f o r  two  o f t h e  films are given 5n Table IIo 
are uf the order of  
These values 
a s  compared t o  values of the order of 
% +  Bz 
2 
a 
film 1 
film 3 
bulk metal 
value 
(29 1 
100 
583 
305 x 10-3 
b 
0 
u. 
A 
40 
f o r  bulk molybdenum, (29) The lower temperature coefficient may indicate 
a more disordered stPuc%ure in the films than in  the bulk metal. 
6* With all three films an apparent satupation level was reached 
a t  a certain pressure of carbon monoxideB 
fact  tha t  no further fncreaee of resistance was noted as  the carbon 
monoxide pressure was increased above the saturation-level pressure. 
For the first two fflms this saturation pressure was 
f o r  the third film it was tomo 
ration a t  the given pressure was l e s s  than 10 minutes f o r  the first 
two films, but on the order of 70 minutes f o r  the thixd filmo 'This 
difference by nearly a factor of 10 5.n the times corresponds t o  the 
factor of 10 difference i n  the pressure a t  which the adsorptfon was 
taking place, 
This was indicated by the 
t o r r ,  while 
me time required t o  reach satu- 
The time required f o r  a mono-er of a gas t o  form on a &ace 
at a given ppesme can be calculated on the basis of simple kinetic 
theopy from a knowledge of  the Ibwnber of molecules str- a surface 
per un i t  time and the number of sites available on the surfaceo As- 
sumfng a sticking coeffhient  of one, the t h e  is one second and ten 
seconds f o r  pressures of and lom6 tom respectively. 
The tfmes required t o  reach the saturation level  were of the order 
of 500 times a s  great as these calculated timeso 
sible explanations f o r  W e o  The-adsorbed gas may be more than a mono- 
layer3 the sticking coefficient may be much less than one; o r  not all 
of the adsorption sites may be directly exposed t o  the gas. 
of these is unlikely on the basis of what i s  already known about &emf- 
sorptione 
ide on tungsten by the flash filament technique t o  be about 0,5 
i s  almost certainly not of t he  order of 
denum. 
There are three pos- 
The first 
The sticking coefficient has been determined f o r  carbon monox- 
and so 
f o r  carbon monoxide on molyb- 
I . 
t 
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The third suggestion has recently been put forward by Roberts (28) 
He found the probability of carbon monoAde adsorption on molybdenum 
f i l m s  t o  be about 5xlOW3 a t  -8o.C f o r  about 90% of the adsorptione 
probability of adsorption is defined as  the rat io  of number of molecules 
adsorbed t o  number striking the surface. 
D e  L X U A ~ U A ~ ~ ~ ~  -----+-- n dawndent, --A but independent of gas pressure, f i lm thickness, 
o r  annealing tenperatwe of the film. 
-lain t h i s .  
rapidly forms a monolayer on ito 
can then become adsopbed on the much greater f iner  surface, and t h i s  is 
then a kind of r a t e  determining step and accounts f o r  the low constant 
probability of adsorption observed 
The 
This probability was found t o  
He proposed a porous film model t o  
The gas @seesm on ly  the outer surface of the film and 
The molecules from the outer surface 
Y 
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